TZOA Specs

TZOA has six sensors to track your environment in real time:

- Particle counter – counts particles as they enter the sensor. Know how polluted your environment is.
- UV sensor – know the UV index you are being exposed to
- Ambient light – light is good for your sleep pattern and more. Know how much light you are being exposed to and when
- Humidity – know what the relative humidity in the air is right now.
- Temperature – indoor and outdoor - tracks accurate temperature where ever you go.
- Pressure – tracks pressure where you are.

This is how it works:

- Clip TZOA on the go, or charge it in the cradle at home
- Get real time information about your environment from an app on your phone
- Receive actionable warnings
- Adjustable settings: refresh rate, pollution warning levels, and more
- Leaving TZOA at home? No problem. The device can store up to a week of data inside it's sleek shell.

Please know: TZOA is still being improved every day and all specification given are current state of the art. (July 2015)